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ADULT education

Social aspects
--Adult learning and technology in working-class life; book review. Peter Sawchuck. Labour/Le Travail, 54 (Fall 2004), 270-2

AGRARIAN protest

History
--“Severing the connections in a complex community”: the Grange, the Patrons of Industry and the construction/contestation of a late-19th century agrarian identity in Ontario. Darren Ferry. Labour/Le Travail, 54 (Fall 2004), 9-47.

AIDS activists

Biography

ALBERTA

Labour policy
--Unions in the time of revolution: government and restructuring in Alberta and Ontario; book review. Reshef Yonatan and Sandra Rastin.. Labour/Le Travail, 54 (Fall 2004), 263-5

ALCOHOL drinking behavior

History

ANASTAKIS, Dimitry


ANTI-CAPITALISM movements

--Another world is possible: globalization and anti-capitalism; book review. David McNally. Labour/Le Travail, 53 (Spring 2004), 349-51

ANTIMILITARISM

France

ARTHUR, Christopher J.

--The new dialectic and Marx’s Capital; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 54 (Fall 2004), 342-4.

AUTOMOBILE industry

Labour relations

B

BACKHOUSE, Constance, co-editor

--People and place: historical influences on legal culture; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 54 (Fall 2004), 289-91

BAPTISTS

Social aspects

BARMAN, Jean

--Sojourning sisters: the lives and letters of Jessie and Annie McQueen; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 54 (Fall 2004), 293-5.
BASEBALL players
Unions

BEEF industry
Environmental aspects

BELSHAW, John Douglas

BERNSTEIN, Jared, co-author

BOOK reviews
--Adult learning and technology in working-class life. Peter Sawchuk. Labour/Le Travail, 54 (Fall 2004), 333-5.

BILLS of Rights movement
History

BOK, Gisela
--Women in European history; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 54 (Fall 2004), 316-18.


BOOK reviews (cont’d.)


--Narratives at work: women, men, unionization, and the fashioning of identities. Linda K. Cullum; Book review. Labour/Le Travail, 54 (Fall 2004), 259-60.

--Neither lady nor slave: working women of the Old South. Susanna Delfino and Michele Gillespie, eds. Labour/Le Travail, 54 (Fall 2004), 308-9.


--The new dialectic and Marx’s Capital; Christopher J. Arthur. Labour/Le Travail, 54 (Fall 2004), 342-4.


--Setting the agenda: Jean Royce and the shaping of Queen’s University. Roberta Hamilton. Labour/Le Travail, 53 (Spring 2004), 288-9.


BOOK reviews (cont'd.)
--Sojourning sisters: the lives and letters of Jessie and Annie McQueen. Jean Barman. Labour/Le Travail, 54 (Fall 2004), 293-5.
--State work: public administration and mass intellectuality; Stefano Harney. Labour/Le Travail, 54 (Fall 2004), 260-63.
--Women in European history. Gisela Bok. Labour/Le Travail, 54 (Fall 2004), 333-5.

BOUSHEY, Heather, co-author

BRATTAIN, Michelle

BRIDGMAN, Rae

BROWN, Justine

BUCHANAN, Paul G., co-author
--Labour politics in small open democracies: Australia, Chile, Ireland, New Zealand and Uruguay; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 54 (Fall 2004), 326-8.

BUHLE, Paul, co-author
--co-editor
--The New Left revisited; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 54 (Fall 2004), 318-20

CADIGAN, Sean
--Power and agency in Newfoundland and Labrador's history; review article. Labour/Le Travail, 54 (Fall 2004), 223-43.

CANADA
--Labour policy
--Monetary policy
--Revisiting deficit hysteria; review article. Labour/Le Travail, 54 (Fall 2004), 245-58.
--Telecommunications policy

CAPITALISM
--History
--Crises et renouveau du capitalisme: le 20e siecle en perspective; compte rendu. Labour/Le Travail, 53 (printemps 2004), 340-3

CARTER, Kathryn, editor
--The small details of life: 20 diaries by women in Canada; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 53 (Spring 2004), 286-8
CHENEY, George
--Values at work: employee participation meets market pressure at Mondragon; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 53 (Spring 2004), 333-6

CHILD care


CHILD DEVELOPMENT

CHILDBIRTH

CHORNEY, Harold
--Revisiting deficit hysteria; review article. Labour/Le Travail, 54 (Fall 2004), 245-58.

CITIZEN'S Committee of 1000
--"Legal gentlemen appointed by the federal government": the Canadian state, the Citizens' Committee of 1000, and Winnipeg's seditious conspiracy trials of 1919-1920. Tom Mitchell. Labour/Le Travail, 53 (Spring 2004), 9-46.

CIVIL liberties
--The security state and the state of civil liberties; review article. Stefan Jensen. Labour/Le Travail, 53 (Spring 2004), 247-56.

CLARKSON, Stephen

CLAWSON, Dan
--The next upsurge: labor and the new social movements; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 54 (Fall 2004), 301-4.

COAL industry

COALITION of Progressive Electors

COLD war (1949-1989)

COLLEGE administrators


COLLEGE faculty

COMMUNITY development

CONNOLLY, James
--James Connolly and the reconquest of Ireland; periodical review; Nature, Society and Thought: A Journal of Dialectical and Historical Materialism, Special issue. Labour/Le Travail, 54 (Fall 2004), 322-4

CULLUM, Linda K.
--Narratives at work: women, me, unionization, and the fashioning of identities; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 54 (Fall 2004), 259-60.

CULTURAL history

D

DEFICIT spending
--Revisiting deficit hysteria; review article. Harold Chorney. Labour/Le Travail, 54 (Fall 2004), 245-58.

DELFINO, Susanna, co-editor
--Neither lady nor slave: working women of the Old South; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 54 (Fall 2004), 308-9
DEMOCRACY
History

DENIS, Mathieu

DIARIES

DOMINION Grange of the Patrons of Husbandry
History
--“Severing the connections in a complex community”: the Grange, the Patrons of Industry and the construction/contestation of a late-19th century agrarian identity in Ontario. Darren Ferry. *Labour/Le Travail*, 54 (Fall 2004), 9-47.

DOS SANTOS, Nelson Pereira
about

DOWNS, Laura-Lee

DUAL-CAREER families

EMPLOYMENT standards
Ontario

ENVIRONMENTAL protest
Social aspects

FAMILY
Social history

FARM workers
Social conditions

FEMINISM
History

FINKEL, Alvin

FRANCE
History


FRANK, Katherine

FREEDMAN, Estelle B.

FRENCH Canadians
History

FUDGE, Judy, co-author
G

GABACCIA, Donna R., co-editor

GAGAN, David, co-author

GAGAN, Rosemary
--Gender, work, and zeal: women missionaries in Canada and abroad; review article. Labour/Le Travail, 53 (Spring 2004), 223-46.

GAMBLING
History

GARCIA, Matt

GENDER studies
--Contested concepts in gender and social politics; book review. Barbara Hobson, Jane Lewis and Birte Siim, eds. Labour/Le Travail, 53 (Spring 2004), 351-4

GIDNEY, Catherine
--The dredger's daughter: courtship and marriage in the Baptist community of Welland, Ontario, 1934-1944. Labour/Le Travail, 54 (Fall 2004), 121-49.

GILLESPIE, Michele, co-editor
--Neither lady nor slave: working women of the Old South; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 54 (Fall 2004), 308-9.

GLENN, Evelyn Nakano

GLOBALIZATION
Economic aspects

Political aspects

Social aspects

GORKOFF, Kelly, co-editor

GREENPEACE CANADA
History

H

HAMILTON, Roberta
--Setting the agenda: Jean Royce and the shaping of Queen's University; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 53 (Spring 2004), 288-9.

HANSEN, Phillip

HARNEY, Stefano
--State work: public administration and mass intellectuality; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 54 (Fall 2004), 260-63.

HARRIS, Cole
--Making Native space: colonialism, resistance and reserves in British Columbia; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 53 (Spring 2004), 281-3

HARTER, John-Henry

HEMMINGS, Ray
--Liberty or death: early struggles for parliamentary democracy; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 53 (Spring 2004), 327-9

HERON, Craig
--Booze: a distilled history; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 54 (Fall 2004), 287-9

HISTORIOGRAPHY
--Power and agency in Newfoundland and Labrador's history; review article. Sean Cadigan. Labour/Le Travail, 54 (Fall 2004), 223-43.
HISTORIOGRAPHY (cont’d.)

HOBBON, Barbara, co-editor
--Contested concepts in gender and social politics; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 53 (Spring 2004), 351-4

HOLLYWOOD, California
History

HOME-BASED work

HOMELESS, The

HOSPITALS
History

ITALIAN migrants
History

J

JACQUES, Daniel
--La révolution technique: essai sur le devoir d’humanité; compte rendu. Labour/Le Travail, 53 (Spring 2004), 343-5

JENSEN, Stefan
--The security state and the state of civil liberties. Labour/Le Travail, 53 (Spring 2004), 247-56.

JOHNSON, Laura C.

JOURNALISTS
Biography

K

KECHNIE, Margaret C.

KOK, Jan, editor
--Rebellious families: household strategies and collective action in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 54 (Fall 2004), 330-3.

KORR, Charles P.

KRISTMANSON, Mark

L

LABOUR history

Bibliography
--Recent publications in Canadian labour / Travaux récents en histoire des classes populaires canadiennes. Michael Lonardo and
LYNCH, Michael

MACLACHLAN, Ian

MACLENNAN, Christopher
--Toward the Charter: Canadians and the demand for a national Bill of Rights, 1929-1960; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 54 (Fall 2004), 278-80

MAJOR League Baseball Players Association History

MARRIAGE customs History

MARXISM

MASCULINITY

MATTHEWS, Glenna
--Silicon Valley, women, and the California dream: gender, class, and opportunity in the twentieth century; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 53 (Spring 2004), 306-8

MCINNIS, Peter S.

MCINTOSH, Tom, editor
--New labor history: worker identity and experience in Russia, 1840-1918; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 53 (Spring 2004), 336-8

MCMILLIAN, John, co-editor
--New labor history: worker identity and experience in Russia, 1840-1918; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 53 (Spring 2004), 336-8

MCNALLY, David
--Another world is possible: globalization and anti-capitalism; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 53 (Spring 2004), 349-51

MCQUEEN, Annie
About

MCQUEEN, Jessie
About

MELANCON, Michael, co-editor
--New labor history: worker identity and experience in Russia, 1840-1918; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 53 (Spring 2004), 354-6

MERRIFIELD, Andy
--Dialectical urbanism: social struggles in the capitalist city; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 53 (Spring 2004), 342-4

MEXICAN Americans

MICHIGAN
Social history

MIGRANT workers
Social conditions

MILIBAND, Ralph
About

MILLER, Paul B.
MINCHIN, Timothy J.

MISHEL, Lawrence, co-author

MITCHELL, Tom
--"Legal gentlemen appointed by the federal government": the Canadian state, the Citizens' Committee of 1000, and Winnipeg's seditious conspiracy trials of 1919-1920. Labour/Le Travail, 53 (Spring 2004), 9-46.

MITCHINSON, Wendy

MOEN, Phyllis, editor
--It's about time: couples and careers; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 54 (Fall 2004), 339-41.

MOFFAT, Ken

MONTREAL, Quebec
Social history

MORIN, Jacques-Victor
About

MORTON, Suzanne

MOUSE DIRECTORS
History

MUNRO, John
--Roots of "whiteness"; review article. Labour/Le Travail, 54 (Fall 2004), 175-92.

N

NATIVE Canadian reservations
History

NEOCONSERVATISM
International aspects

NEW LEFT, The
Analysis
--The New Left revisited; book review. John McMillian and Paul Buhle, eds. Labour/Le Travail, 54 (Fall 2004), 318-20

NEWFOUNDLAND and Labrador
History
--Power and agency in Newfoundland and Labrador's history; review article. Sean Cadigan. Labour/Le Travail, 54 (Fall 2004), 223-43.

NEWMAN, Michael

NICHOLLS, Kate, co-author
--Labour politics in small open democracies: Australia, Chile, Ireland, New Zealand and Uruguay; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 54 (Fall 2004), 326-8.

NOBLE, David W.
--Death of a nation: American culture and the end of exceptionalism; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 54 (Fall 2004), 306-8

NORWOOD, Stephen H.

OLSON, Sherry
O’MALLEY, Anthony, co-editor

OMMER, Rosemary E., co-author

ONTARIO
Labour policy
--Setting the minimum: Ontario’s employment standards in the postwar years, 1944-1968. Mark Thomas. Labour/Le Travail, 54 (Fall 2004), 49-82.

ORAL history
--Narratives at work: women, men, unionization, and the fashioning of identities; Book review. Linda K. Cullum. Labour/Le Travail, 54 (Fall 2004), 259-60.

OST, David, co-editor
--Workers after workers' states: labour and politics in postcommunist Eastern Europe; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 53 (Spring 2004), 338-40

PALMER, Bryan D.
--Race and revolution; review article. Labour/Le Travail, 54 (Fall 2004), 193-221.

PAPER industry
Labour relations

PATE, Alice K., co-editor
--New labor history: worker identity and experience in Russia, 1840-1918; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 53 (Spring 2004), 336-8

PATRONS of Industry
History
--“Severing the connections in a complex community”: the Grange, the Patrons of Industry and the construction/contestation of a late-19th century agrarian identity in Ontario. Darren Ferry. Labour/Le Travail, 54 (Fall 2004), 9-47.

PERIODICAL reviews
--James Connolly and the reconquest of Ireland; periodical review; Nature, Society and Thought: A Journal of Dialectical and Historical Materialism, Special issue. Labour/Le Travail, 54 (Fall 2004), 322-4

PINAGOT, Louis-François
About

POLITICAL activists
Biography

POLONSKY, Abraham Lincoln
About

PRENTICE, Susan, editor

PROSTITUTION
Personal narratives

PUBLIC pensions
United States

QUEEN'S University
Setting the agenda: Jean Royce and the shaping of Queen's University; book review. Roberta Hamilton. Labour/Le Travail, 53 (Spring 2004), 288-9.

RACE relations
History

Southern States
--The color of work: the struggle for civil rights in the southern paper industry, 1945-1980; book
RACE relations (cont’d.)

RACIAL attitudes

--Race and revolution; review article. *Labour/Le Travail*, 54 (Fall 2004), 193-221.
--Roots of “whiteness”; review article. *Labour/Le Travail*, 54 (Fall 2004), 175-92.

RADICALISM

Social aspects

RAJAGOPAL, Indhu


RASTIN, Sandra, co-author


REED, John

About

REPRODUCTIVE rights

Kenya

RESHEF, Yonatan, co-author


RIDEOUT, Vanda R.


ROYCE, Jean

About

RUNNER, Jane, co-editor


RURAL economy

History

STATE, The
STERETT, Susan M.
ST. JEAN, Eva

STRIKEBREAKERS

STRIKES
--"We no longer respect the law": the Tilco Strike, labour injunctions, and the state. Labour/Le Travail, 53 (Spring 2004), 47-87.

SWAINGER, Jonathan, co-editor
--People and place: historical influences on legal culture; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 54 (Fall 2004), 289-91.
SWEENEY, Robert C.H., comp.

TAXATION

TEACHERS

TECHNOLOGY
--La révolution technique: essai sur le devoir d'humanité; compte rendu. Daniel Jacques. Labour/Le Travail, 53 (Spring 2004), 343-5

THOMAS, Lynn M.
THOMAS, Mark
--Setting the minimum: Ontario's employment standards in the postwar years, 1944-1968. Labour/Le Travail, 54 (Fall 2004), 49-82.
THOMPSON, Charles D., Jr., co-editor

TILCO Plastics Strike, 1965-66
--"We no longer respect the law": the Tilco Strike, labour injunctions, and the state. Joan Sangster. Labour/Le Travail, 53 (Spring 2004), 47-87.

TRIALS
--"Legal gentlemen appointed by the federal government": the Canadian state, the Citizens' Committee of 1000, and Winnipeg's seditious conspiracy trials of 1919-1920. Tom Mitchell. Labour/Le Travail, 53 (Spring 2004), 9-46.
TUCKER, Eric, co-author
--Labour before the law: the regulation of workers' collective action in Canada, 1900-1948; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 53 (Spring 2004), 257-9

TURNER, Nancy J., co-author

UNDERGROUND economy

UNITED Auto Workers
UNITED STATES

URBANIZATION
FLUORSPAR MINES 361

V

VANCOUVER, British Columbia
Political aspects

VELTMeyer, Henry, co-editor

VOGEL, Donna

W

WAGNER, Dave, co-author

WELFARE state
History

WELLAND, Ontario
Social History

WHITENESS studies

WOMEN'S history

Europe

Italy

Kenya

United States

WOMEN'S institutes
History

WOMEN'S shelters
--Safe haven: the story of a shelter for homeless women; book review. Rae Bridgeman. *Labour/Le Travail*, 54 (Fall 2004), 282-4

WORKER co-operatives
Spain

WORKING class
Eastern Europe

International aspects
--Forces of labor: workers’ movements and globalization since 1870; book review. Beverly
WORKING class (cont’d.)
J. Silver. Labour/Le Travail, 53 (Spring 2004), 345-7
Labour/Le Travail, 53 (Spring 2004), 347-9

ZILLIACUS, Konni
About